Introduction
Propagation of waves in a cylinder was the subject in numerous theoretical and experimental investigations. Wave propagation in the cylinder was investigated by Pochhammer L. [2] and Chree Ch. [3] . For an elastic layer (two-dimensional problem) similar results were obtained by Rayleigh [4] . The first numerical results relating to some of the characteristics of normal waves in the layer were given in Lamb H. [5] . The problem of wave propagation in a solid cylinder is investigated in Hrinchenko and Myaleshka V.V. [6] . Many construction and engi-neering design work in dynamic conditions consist of deformable bodies with viscoelastic (damping) properties. Damping capacity of the material plays an important role in the dynamic behavior of the structure. This leads to a significant weakening of the natural oscillation and reduces the oscillation amplitude. The damping capacity of the material plays a huge role in the dynamic behavior of the structure. The work deals with harmonic waves in a spatial cylinder of the radial cracked considering the damping capacity of the material.
Statement of the Problem
This work examined the distribution of free waves in an infinite cylinder with radial cracks with outer and inner radii. Viscoelastic cylinder with a radial crack is a limiting case of a wedge with an angle of 360˚. The problem of propagation of harmonic waves in the infinite elastic cylinder with radial crack is put in cylindrical coordinates of R, ϕ and z [7] ε ε ε ε ε ε -the components of the strain tensor. Equation (4) after the application of the method of freezing [8] takes the following form: (1), (2), (3) are identical to the system of six differential equations after algebraic manipulations; complex coefficients are solved for the first derivative with respecting to the radial coordinate. 
The boundary conditions are specified as: 
Condition (3) at r = 0 in the physical plane can be interpreted as the result of a limiting transition from of a hollow cylinder with a free inner surface to the solid, the inner radius tends to zero.
In the case of harmonic waves traveling along the axis z, the solution of (5), (6) and (7) allows the separation of variables: In view of (8), the problem (6), (7) are transformed into a spectral boundary value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations with complex the coefficient:
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with boundary conditions:
Not difficult to see that the problem (12), (13) is reduced to the problem (9), (10) A boundary value problem for a system equation in partial derivatives (10) can be kept to boundary value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations using method of lines, which will be used in solving a software unit orthogonal sweep method. According to the method of a rectangular domain of definition of the basic unknowns was covered by lines parallel to the r-axis and evenly spaced. The solution is sought only on these line sand the derivative in the direction of φ, is replaced approximations finite differences. Useful approximate formula of second order for first and the second derivative have the form: 
where i varies from 0 to
y -the projection of the unknown function on the line with the number i; Δ-step breakers coordinate φ. As a result, the main vector of the unknown simple over all dimensions 6N can be written as [9] :
By central differences (14) and (15) are used for internal lines (1 < i < N), the difference left and right allow taking into account the boundary conditions on φ. In the first case, the derivative with respective to φ in the right sides of Equations (9) can be expressed by the formulas: 
If anti of symmetry the conditions of the transverse oscillations of the cylinder is used, the number of lines possible to reduce by half.
Thus, the initial spectral problem (9) by means of sampling coordinates φ reduced to the problem (14)-(19).
The Numerical Results
The solution of (9) is satisfied by orthogonal sweep Marchuk [9] . Solution of the problem on the determination of the velocity of wave propagation and wave form is carried out by method of Muller [10] , without isolation of the complex parameter C (complex phase velocity), or ω-the complex frequency. On each step the boundary-value problem (9) is solved by method of orthogonal pro-race. Phase velocity (C) and own numbers (ω) are defined from an equality condition to zero determinant of system and are calculated by the Gauss method. Dimensionless parameters in the problem are chosen so that the real and imaginary parts of the complex shear rate С s the density ρ and outer radius R have the single value, A = 0.0022, α = 0.05, β = 0.05. radial fracture (curve 1 and 2). For comparison, the illustration shows dependence of the wave number of the phase velocity of the flexural vibration modes of the solid cylinder (curve 3) without a gap. Pohgomerom and Cree using special functions already found solution of the problem earlier.
We note the characteristics of the curve 3 in zero phase velocity is zero and infinity approaches the velocity of the Rayleigh wave for a half. In the case of a cylinder with the radial cracked parts first the real fashion has a cutoff frequency, and the phase velocity tends to infinity. At large wave numbers limit the phase velocity of this mode is also equal to the velocity of the Rayleigh wave. At the cutoff frequency of the axial displacement to zero vibration of the cylinder is held in plane strain condition. In this paper, this solution was used for testing tasks.
In the second mode at the cutoff frequency observed only axial movement, circular and radial displacements are zero. The evolution of forms of movement on the first and second modes, depending on the wave number is shown in Figure 2 . The curves are numbered in increasing order of k. Note the strong dependence on the wave number of forms. With the growth of the wave, number for the first mode is localized oscillations near the outer surface of the cylinder. It is typical that the second mode, which is on the small wave numbers, is a form of predominantly axial vibration, with growth to gradually turn into a form of predominantly radial oscillations.
Accounting for the viscoelastic properties of the material allows reducing the amplitude of the of wave propagation by 10% -15%, as well as allows us to estimate damping ability of the system as a whole.
